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    Solar eclipse thrills crowds in California as it darkens swath of countryside  
 
Millions of people across the U.S. looked up at the sky to witness a rare total solar eclipse. California didn’t experience totality, but there was still plenty to see. 


 

        
  	           [image: FILE - This combination of photos shows the path of the sun during a total eclipse by the moon Monday, Aug. 21, 2017, near Redmond, Ore. On April 8, 2024, spectators who aren't near the path of totality or who get cloudy weather on eclipse day can still catch the total solar eclipse, with NASA, science centers and media organizations planning to stream live coverage online from different locations along the path. (AP Photo/Ted S. Warren, File)]  
    A total eclipse is more than a spectacle. So I’m on the road to see it — again  
 


  
	           [image: SALEM, ORE. -- MONDAY, AUGUST 21, 2017: In-camera multiple exposure of the solar eclipse as seen in Salem, Ore., on Aug. 21, 2017. (Marcus Yam / Los Angeles Times)]  
    These scientists think an ‘awe’-some eclipse could help unite Americans in troubled times  
 


  
	           [image: JACKSON HOLE WYOMING AUGUST 21, 2017 -- View of the solar eclipse from the top of Snow King Mountain in Jackson Hole Wyoming, Monday, August 21, 2017. (Al Seib / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Full coverage of the event in California and beyond  
 


  

    
      
 	          [image: Big Sur, CA - April 02: Hwy. 1 is closed as Caltrans crews assess damage and make shoulder repairs after the road slipped out south of the Rocky Creek Bridge on Tuesday, April 2, 2024 in Big Sur, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Repairs on Big Sur’s collapsed Highway 1 start this week. No telling when they will end  
 
Stabilization efforts are expected to begin Tuesday on the stretch of Highway 1 in Big Sur where a chunk of roadway fell into the ocean last month. 


 
	          [image: Azusa, CA, Friday, February 9, 2024 - The sun sets behind the LA skyline as seen from Azusa. (Robert Gauthier/Los Angeles Times)]  
    Column: Why Californians are fleeing this once-Golden State  
 
That Gavin Newsom has been governor while constituents flee is mostly coincidental. California just got too big for its carrying capacity — at least in the sprawling, ranch-house lifestyle, columnist George Skelton writes.


 

     Trending 
   
	         [image: People wearing protective eye glasses watch the solar eclipse at the Griffith Observatory to watch the solar eclipse in Los Angeles Monday, Aug. 21, 2017. (AP Photo/Richard Vogel)]  
    Your last-minute guide to enjoying the solar eclipse — in L.A. and beyond  
 



	         [image: Partial solar eclipse April 8]  
    How to watch the solar eclipse from California — and avoid heartbreak if chasing ‘totality’  
 



	         [image: Poster image for solar eclipse 2024 animation video.]  
    Going to miss the solar eclipse? Don’t worry, the next one is only years away  
 





    
 	          [image: The Santa Monica Police Department is investigating after anti-Semitic graffiti was found in different parts of the city on April 7, 2024]  
    Antisemitic graffiti spotted in Santa Monica. One family tries to cover and turn it into art  
 
Santa Monica police are looking into who is behind a series of antisemitic graffiti spotted around the city. 


 
	          [image: LOS ANGELES, CA- APRIL 04: Thieves made off with as much as $30 million in an Easter Sunday burglary from the Gardaworld building on Rexford Street in Sylmar. Published news reports said they entered through the roof. Photographed on Thursday, April 4, 2024. (Myung J. Chun / Los Angeles Times)]  
    After $30-million L.A. heist, can DNA, fingerprints, video help crack case?  
 
Federal and local authorities seek fingerprints, DNA evidence and security video in hopes of solving a $30-million heist in Sylmar on Easter.


 

         Californians Are Reading 
   
	         [image: Viewers use special glasses to watch from San Antonio, as the moon moves in front of the sun during an annular solar eclipse, or ring of fire, Saturday, Oct. 14, 2023. (AP Photo/Eric Gay)]  
    Preparing for Monday’s solar eclipse: What you need to do to watch safely  
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - March 15: Andrew Mackno, 10, looks into a pair of binoculars at the Griffith Observatory on Friday, March 15, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Carlin Stiehl / For The Times)]  
    What’s the cloud forecast for the solar eclipse in Los Angeles?   
 



	         [image: New Chargers offensive coordinator Greg Roman (left) and Jim Harbaugh give cheers with cans outside the coach's RV. ]  
    Why Jim Harbaugh jumped at chance to live ‘The Rockford Files’ RV beach life  
 





        
 	          [image: Terry Tang]  
    L.A. Times Executive Editor Terry Tang solidifies leadership position   
 
Since being tapped as interim executive editor, Tang moved rapidly to reorganize the newsroom, form her own leadership team and put a heavier emphasis on traditional news gathering. 


 
	          [image: FILE - In this May 5, 2018, file photo, graduates at the University of Toledo commencement ceremony in Toledo, Ohio. Colleges across the U.S. have begun cancelling and curtailing spring graduation events amid fears that the new coronavirus will not have subsided before the stretch of April and May when schools typically invite thousands of visitors to campus to honor graduating seniors. (AP Photo/Carlos Osorio, File)]  
    Biden proposes new student-debt relief. Here’s who would benefit  
 
After months of negotiations, the administration is proposing a rule to reduce the debts of millions of borrowers. But the plan will likely face legal challenges.


 
	          [image: New Chargers offensive coordinator Greg Roman (left) and Jim Harbaugh give cheers with cans outside the coach's RV. ]  
    Why Jim Harbaugh jumped at chance to live ‘The Rockford Files’ RV beach life  
 
Jim Harbaugh lived in an RV at the beach after the Chargers hired him as coach in a move reminiscent of James Garner’s character in “The Rockford files”.


 
	          [image: Arte Moreno, owner of the Los Angeles Angels, stands on the field before a baseball game]  
    Angels owner Arte Moreno removed from video after boos. But what about Shohei Ohtani?  
 
Angels fans booed owner Arte Moreno and departed star Shohei Ohtani when they appeared in a video before a home opener. Moreno is no longer in the clip.


 
	          [image: Chili oil in studio on Thursday, April 15, 2021 in Los Angeles, CA. (Mariah Tauger / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Momofuku responds to chili crunch backlash: ‘We wanted a name we could own’  
 
Momofuku wants ‘chili crunch.’ Fly by Jing wanted ‘Sichuan chili crisp.’ Why they shouldn’t have it.


 
	          [image: Illustration for The Ultimate Hollywood Bookshelf]  
    We chose the best Hollywood books of all time. What’s on your list?  
 
We ranked the best Hollywood books of all time in advance of this year’s Festival of Books. Now we want to hear about your favorites — including any we missed. 


 

        
  	           [image: The Ultimate Hollywood Bookshelf]  
 For Subscribers
   The 50 best Hollywood books of all time  
 


  
	           [image: Ultimate Hollywood Bookshelf essay illustration for Donald Bogle's book "Toms, Coons, Mulattoes, Mammies, and Bucks: An Interpretive History of Blacks in American Films"]  
    The book that documented, and shaped, the course of Black Hollywood history  
 


  
	           [image: Illustration for Festival of Books Premium: "Play It As It Lays" by Joan Didion]  
    What Joan Didion’s broken Hollywood can teach us about our own   
 


  

    
    

 
            Opinion    
   
 	         [image: The principal collaborators of the failed Munich Beer Hall uprising pose after their trial. They are, from left to right, Pernet, Weber, Frick, Kriebel, General Ludendorff, Adolf Hitler, Bruckner, Rohm and Wagner. (Photo by © Hulton-Deutsch Collection/CORBIS/Corbis via Getty Images)]  
    Opinion: Trump turns his trials into a soapbox. Does he know he’s channeling Hitler?  
 



	          Opinion: I’ve covered California’s homeless since before the word was used. This is what I learned  
 
     
  

	          Opinion: Just don’t call it a bagel. It’s fluffy, domed and dimpled   
 
     
  

	          Editorial: Sheriff’s shooting costs taxpayers $25 million. Where’s the accountability?  
 
     
  

	          Granderson: College costing nearly $100,000 a year? Forgiving loans is the least we can do  
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       Read today’s eNewspaper  
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       Try today’s Crossword  
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   The evolution of Young Miko  
 


 
	              [image: Jennifer Lopez and street signs; "Uptown & The Bronx"]  
    Latinx Files: Why does everyone suddenly hate Jennifer Lopez?  
 


             [image: Casangrandes Movie clip with Michoacan in the background and some butterflies.]  
    Here’s why ‘The Casagrandes Movie’ is set in Michoacán  
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        Guides  
   
 	         [image: Illustration of a series of location pins in the sky with the sequential stages of an eclipse on them.]  
    6 excellent L.A. spots to watch the awe-inspiring solar eclipse   
 



	         [image: Illustration of Palm Springs]  
 For Subscribers
   25 of the best restaurants and bars for your Palm Springs or Coachella road trip  
 



	         [image: Native California wildflowers in the scenic Alta Vicente Reserve. Volunteers from the Palos Verdes Land Conservancy work in the scenic Alta Vicente Reserve to plant native plants as part of a habitat restoration project, and to remove invasive non-native weeds on Saturday, March 23, 2024.]  
    18 ways to volunteer with native plants in and around L.A.  
 





         Latest California  
   
 	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - Motor traffic jams World Way at Tom Bradley International Terminal at LAX on Wednesday, Dec. 27, 2023. Travel experts say this weekend will produce a surge in air passengers as people head home from their holiday trips. (Luis Sinco / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Here’s why traffic around LAX could get a lot worse this week  
 



	         [image: Left, Los Angeles Lakers center Kareem Abdul-Jabbar displays his famous "sky-hook" shot as Boston Celtics center Robert Parrish (00) defends on Dec. 11, 1987, at the Boston Garden. After setting more records than anyone else in the history of the NBA, Abdul-Jabbar enters his sport's Hall of Fame Monday May 15, 1995 at ceremonies in Springfield, Mass. Right, Los Angeles Lakers forward Anthony Davis (3) is fouled by Sacramento Kings center Alex Len (25) while putting up a short jumper in the first half on March 6, 2024 at Crypto.com Arena in Los Angeles, California.(AP Photo/Carol Francavilla, Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Will Anthony Davis wear goggles to protect eyes? Kareem Abdul-Jabbar started Lakers tradition  
 



	         [image: Los Angeles, CA - April 04: An Allegiant Airlines jet taxis at Los Angeles International Airport where travelers are getting a window seat view of wildflower fields blooming between the runways at the airport on Thursday, April 4, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Hoping to see a superbloom this spring? Look no further than Los Angeles International Airport   
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	         [image: L.A. Affairs for April 7: Isabelle Stillman]  
    L.A. Affairs: Enough with the perfect Instagram weddings. But how could I make mine special?  
 



	         [image: Princess Tiana, in a green explorers outfit, is one of Disney's most lifelike robotics. ]  
    Want to see Disneyland’s most advanced animatronics? Visit Tiana’s Bayou Adventure  
 



	         [image: Nicole Calhoun, Evan Meyer, Hector Cervantes, Rico Ramirez and Antonio Sanchez from the band Sage Against The Machine.]  
    Sage Against the Machine is how L.A.’s native plant nerds release their rage  
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   This must be downtown L.A.  
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   This must be the Arts District  
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 For Subscribers
   This must be Mid-City  
 



         [image: Elysian Valley title typography]  
 For Subscribers
   This must be Elysian Valley (a.k.a. Frogtown)  
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 For Subscribers
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   This must be Monterey Park  
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	         [image: white walls in a stairwell covered in graffiti and drawings ]  
    A stairwell at Cartoon Network Studios captured 20 years of history. Now you can see it, too  
 



	         [image: Only use as internal promo for The 1999 Project: Strangers with Candy]  
    An oral history of ‘Strangers With Candy,’ the comedy that changed TV’s rulebook  
 



	         [image: The band The Offspring performs on a stage]  
    The Offspring reflects on 30 years of ‘Smash’ with plenty of self-esteem  
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  	            [image: Gustavo Arellano]  
      Gustavo Arellano   
     Column: He admitted to punching a reporter. A judge wished him “best of luck”  
 
 
  


  
        
  	            [image: Anita Chabria]  
      Anita Chabria   
     Gavin Newsom’s huge achievement: Closing death row. But does it play in 2024?  
 
 
  


  
        
  	            [image: Mark Z. Barabak]  
      Mark Z. Barabak   
     Column: Trump’s vice presidential show and Kennedy’s kamikaze mission  
 
 
  


  
  

              More News 
   
            [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - FEBRUARY 1, 2024 - - Independent presidential candidate Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., participates in, "The Present State of Black America," panel discussion for the start of Black History Month at Artlounge Collective in Los Angeles on February 1, 2024. (Genaro Molina/Los Angeles Times)]  
   RFK Jr. speaks candidly about his gravelly voice: ‘If I could sound better, I would’  
 
‘If I could sound better, I would,’ says the presidential candidate, who has spasmodic dysphonia, a neurological condition that affects his vocal cords. 


 

                     [image: SPARKS, NEVADA, NOVEMBER 20, 2023 - Tammie Mund helps her husband Gary Mund get up from his office chair in their home in Sparks, Nevada on Monday November 20, 2023.. Gary has Parkinson's Disease as a result of exposure to the herbicide Paraquat, and is part of a lawsuit against it's manufacturer and hopes to see it banned. (Monique Sady / For The Times)]  
    California moves to ban the use of paraquat, a powerful weedkiller  
 


    
                 [image: ALTADENA CA - APRIL 3, 2021: Cinema production trucks and trailers are parked along Woodbury Road for the filming of "Evolution of Nate Gibson" on April 3, 2021 in Altadena, California. On-location filming is returning to Hollywood post pandemic.(Gina Ferazzi / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Amazon MGM Studios series ‘Fallout’ to relocate to California from New York for tax credit  
 


    
                 [image: Republican presidential candidate former President Donald Trump adjusts his cap as he watches play on the 18th hole green during the final round of LIV Golf Miami, at Trump National Doral Golf Club, Sunday, April 7, 2024, in Doral, Fla. (AP Photo/Rebecca Blackwell)]  
    Trump says abortion should be left to states, declines to endorse national ban  
 


    
           
                     Jonathan Majors avoids jail time in assault of ex-girlfriend, must attend domestic violence program  
 


   
           Raids, fines and digging through underwear drawers: Korean president’s war on ‘fake news’  
 


   
           Vatican denounces gender-affirming surgery, surrogacy and gender theory as violations of human dignity  
 


   
           An infant dead on the 405; a man slain; a fatal crash: Police connect 3 separate crime scenes  
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 	    James Outman blasts away his slump with home run in Dodgers’ win over Twins  
 



	    Brazilian Supreme Court justice orders investigation of Elon Musk over fake news, obstruction  
 



	    How do you make Justin Herbert even better? Chargers coaches have a new plan  
 



	    ‘Curb Your Enthusiasm’ finale and its ‘Seinfeld’ moment: ‘A joke 26 years in the making’  
 



	    Louis Farrakhan sued Jewish leaders for $4.8 billion. A judge tossed the case  
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   The 50 best Hollywood books of all time  
 
     
  



  
  

              Editors’ Pick 
   
           [image: The band The Offspring performs on a stage]  
   The Offspring reflects on 30 years of ‘Smash’ with plenty of self-esteem  
 
Recording on and off over 20 days in January and February 1994, the band from Garden Grove put together the record that would change the trajectory of its career. 
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	         [image: Chili oil in studio on Thursday, April 15, 2021 in Los Angeles, CA. (Mariah Tauger / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Momofuku responds to chili crunch backlash: ‘We wanted a name we could own’  
 



	         [image: The flat croissant from Coin de Rue in Koreatown.]  
    The ‘flat croissant’ is a pastry abomination. I’m eating them anyway  
 



	         [image: Illustration of Palm Springs]  
 For Subscribers
   25 of the best restaurants and bars for your Palm Springs or Coachella road trip  
 





  
            101 Best Restaurants    
   
 	         [image: LOS ANGELES , CA - OCTOBER 10: Butternut Squash Tortelloni from Osteria Mozza on Monday, Oct. 10, 2022 in Los Angeles , CA. (Shelby Moore / For The Times)]  
    23 newcomers to the 101 Best Restaurants in L.A. guide  
 





  
  

               Climate California 
   
         [image: In this photo provided by the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, juvenile Chinook salmon swim in a raceway at Iron Fish Gate Hatchery, Siskiyou County, Calif., before their relocation on July 7, 2021. Baby salmon are dying in the thousands in one river and an entire run of endangered salmon could be wiped out in another due to the blistering heat waves and extended drought in the U.S. West. Recently California fish and wildlife officials decided not to release more than 1 million hatchery-raised baby chinook salmon into the wild, and instead drove them to several hatcheries that could host them until Klamath River conditions improve. (Travis VanZant/CDFW via AP)]  
   As fish deaths increase at pumps, critics urge California agencies to improve protections   
 
Environmental groups are urging water managers to scale back pumping until juvenile salmon and steelhead have finished migrating through the delta and into San Francisco Bay.




         [image: Oljato-Monument Valley, UT - December 12: A bird takes flight over Monument Valley in the Navajo Nation on Tuesday, Dec. 12, 2023 in Oljato-Monument Valley, UT. (Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times)]  
    This epic slice of Arizona feeds their souls but lacks a basic necessity: Water  
 



         [image: Scenery along the future trail Dyerville Loop.]  
    An old rail track in Northern California could become a 300-mile hiking trail  
 



         [image: (Left to right) Gov. Gavin Newsom watches Angelique Fabbiani-Leon, State Hydrometeorologist, Water Resources Engineers Anthony Burdock and Andy Reising during the fourth media snow survey of the 2024 seasonis held at Phillips Station in the Sierra Nevada.The survey is held approximately90 miles east of Sacramento off Highway 50 in El Dorado County.Photo taken April 2, 2024. (Andrew Nixon / California Department of Water Resources)]  
    Why this year’s average California snowpack is no reason for celebration  
 



         [image: Chino Hills, CA - April 08: After multiple storms drenched Southern California, California poppies bloom under the warm sunshine as crowds hiked around to view the poppies and other wildflowers blooming at Chino Hills State Park in Chino Hills Saturday, April 8, 2023. (Allen J. Schaben / Los Angeles Times)]  
    A big year for wildflowers in Southern California — just not poppies. Why?  
 






  
  

               Entertainment & Arts 
   
         [image: C.J. Snare of FireHouse performs in concert at the Cedar Park Center on April 24, 2016 in Cedar Park, Texas.]  
   C.J. Snare, vocalist for pop-metal group FireHouse, dies at 64  
 
FireHouse vocalist and keyboardist C.J. Snare, who was expected to return to the band after abdominal surgery last year, has died of cardiac arrest at 64.




         [image: FAT HAM Geffen Playouse - LA TIMES EXCLUSIVE image Marcel Spears, Chris Herbie Holland Photo Credit Jeff Lorch]  
    Review: ‘Fat Ham’ at the Geffen Playhouse slathers barbecue sauce on ‘Hamlet” for delicious comedy   
 



         [image: WWE Chairman and CEO Vince McMahon speaks at a news conference announcing the WWE Network in 2014.]  
    Vince McMahon sells $311 million in stock to TKO and Endeavor in buyback  
 



         [image: J. Cole in a dark shirt holding his left hand out in front of him while speaking into a microphone on a dark stage]  
    J. Cole says his Kendrick Lamar diss didn’t ‘sit right with my spirit’ in public apology  
 



         [image: Ultimate Hollywood Bookshelf essay illustration for Pauline Kael's book "Raising Kane" or "The Citizen Kane Book"]  
    Why Pauline Kael’s fight over ‘Citizen Kane’ still matters, whichever side you’re on  
 






      Sports 
   
         [image: Los Angeles Dodgers designated hitter Shohei Ohtani (17) is doused with sunflower seeds.]  
   Cricket bats to sunflower seeds: How Shohei Ohtani’s comfort (and play) is improving  
 
Shohei Ohtani entered play Monday in the midst of four straight multihit games, the first two of which included his first two Dodgers home runs.




         [image: New Chargers offensive coordinator Greg Roman (left) and Jim Harbaugh give cheers with cans outside the coach's RV. ]  
    Why Jim Harbaugh jumped at chance to live ‘The Rockford Files’ RV beach life  
 



         [image: MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA - APRIL 8: James Outman #33 of the Los Angeles Dodgers celebrates.]  
    James Outman blasts away his slump with home run in Dodgers’ win over Twins  
 



         [image: Children play soccer at the Sidewalk School in Matamoros, Mexico.]  
    How an L.A. humanitarian group is using soccer to help children stuck at Mexico border  
 



         [image: Inglewood, CA, Sunday, Sept. 10, 2023 - Los Angeles Chargers quarterback Justin Herbert.]  
    How do you make Justin Herbert even better? Chargers coaches have a new plan  
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	         [image: LA Times Today: Patt Says: California creates committee to promote happiness]  
   LA Times Today: Patt Says: California creates committee to promote happiness 
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	          Panamá: más de 200 personas han sido detenidas por robos y violaciones contra migrantes desde 2023  
 
     
  

	          General venezolano retirado es sentenciado a más de 21 años de prisión en EEUU  
 
     
  

	          El Salvador ofrece comprar bonos de deuda externa que vencen entre 2025 y 2029  
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   Photos: Solar eclipse draws crowds of viewers in L.A. area  
 
Millions of people across the U.S., including in Southern California, looked up at the sky to witness a rare total solar eclipse Monday.




         [image: LOS ANGELES, CA - MARCH 28: nLos Angeles Dodgers third baseman Max Muncy (13) is introduced before the game against the St. Louis Cardinals in Dodgers Stadium on Thursday, March 28, 2024 in Los Angeles, CA. (Robert Gauthier / Los Angeles Times)]  
    Photos: Opening Day 2024 at Dodger Stadium  
 



         [image: A snowboarder flies above the lip on the Olympic-sized, 22-foot-tall half pipe at Mammoth Mountain on March 14, 2024.]  
 For Subscribers
   GoPros, gummies, reckless abandon: Why ski slopes are getting more dangerous  
 






  
  

               World & Nation 
   
         [image: Palestinians inspect a vehicle with the logo of the World Central Kitchen wrecked by an Israeli airstrike in Deir al Balah, Gaza Strip, Tuesday, April 2, 2024. A series of airstrikes killed seven aid workers from the international charity, leading it to suspend delivery Tuesday of vital food aid to Gaza. (AP Photo/Ismael Abu Dayyah)]  
   What is Israel’s track record on investigating civilian deaths?   
 
Israel’s killing of World Central Kitchen aid workers in Gaza is the latest example of an incident provoking outrage but potentially little deep change.
Grief and anger as workers with José Andrés aid kitchen killed in Israeli airstrikes in Gaza
News Analysis: Netanyahu faces massive protests in Israel. Could the war in Gaza be his undoing?





         [image: A military vehicle transports former Ecuadorian Vice President Jorge Glas from the detention center where he was held after police broke into the Mexican Embassy to arrest him in Quito, Ecuador, Saturday, April 6, 2024. Glas, who held the vice presidency of Ecuador between 2013 and 2018, was convicted of corruption and had been taking refuge in the embassy since December. (AP Photo/Dolores Ochoa).]  
    Mexico breaks ties with Ecuador after police storm its embassy in Quito to arrest politician  
 



         [image: Tourists visit the Angkor Wat temple in Siem Reap, Cambodia, Wednesday, Nov. 15, 2023. It's believed Cambodia's main tourist destination, Angkor Wat, was built between the 9th and 15th centuries. (AP Photo/Heng Sinith)]  
 For Subscribers
   Lost and found: Should California return Cambodia’s stolen art?  
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